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DYNAMIC DECEPTION FOR INDUSTRIAL AUTOMATION AND CONTROL SYSTEMS 
BUILDING A COMPREHENSIVE SECURITY STRATEGY FOR THE REAL-TIME, ACTIONABLE DETECTION OF A CYBER ATTACK

 
 

Implementing a comprehensive cybersecurity plan to protect Industrial Automation and Control Systems (IACS), 
including SCADA, is critical to protecting confidential company information, complying with applicable laws, preserving 
a good company image, and maintaining safe and reliable operations. A defense-in-depth approach to cybersecurity 
reduces risk with each effective layer of protection. It combines a mix of defense and offense measures for maximum 
protection against a breach. Implementing a dynamic deception solution for IACS provides real-time visibility into 
threats that have bypassed prevention solutions and the detailed forensics required to block, quarantine, and 
remediate the infected device. This capability should be a critical element for any organization working toward building 
and maturing their defense-in-depth security measures. 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY — AN ENERGY CRISIS IN WAITING
The Stuxnet attack in 2009 was an eye-opener for the cybersecurity industry, as it was the first malware that 
specifically targeted industrial controls. The reality of air-gapped networks (not connected to a corporate network 
or the Internet) as an end-all / protect-all security measure proved to be a false hope. The successful cyberattack 
on the Iranian uranium enrichment facility was a targeted attack on an IACS system located in a facility with 
the highest levels of physical security controls. Since then, malicious actors have continued to target IACS with 
devastating results. Black Energy, FrostyURL, Havex, Triton, Crash Override/Industroyer, and other malware have all 
continued to present high risk to manufacturing, process, and pipeline control operators worldwide. Cyberattacks 
can be sophisticated in behavior and have become more difficult to detect and stop with standard IT perimeter 
defenses. Financial gain, national political agendas, or extremism aiming to spread terror may be driving the 
sponsors of cyberattacks on critical infrastructure.

As the Colonial Pipeline attack in 2021 illustrated, the US critical infrastructure needs better protection from 
imminent cyberattacks. This realization has driven the increased pace to develop and implement appropriate 
safeguards. Cyberattacks on IACS that manage critical infrastructures such as energy production and energy 
transmission could cripple the nation. The ripple effects from such cyberattacks on critical infrastructure may be 
long-lasting and far-reaching.

AN INSIDE VIEW OF IACS CYBERSECURITY CHALLENGES
Securing IACS has its unique challenges when compared to traditional IT infrastructure. Enterprise IT security has 
significantly matured over the past few decades, and the IACS arena is adopting its approach to security. However, 
some unique security challenges are present in IACS. 

The myriad of IACS devices such as sensors, wireless 
transmitters, RTUs, P.L.C.s, and OITs deployed throughout the 
industry generally have long life cycles with an install base 
of devices that can run into tens of thousands per company. 
The typical life cycle of Enterprise IT components is 3-5 
years, whereas the life cycle of IACS devices may be in the 
10-15+ year range. The ability to harden these devices may be 
challenging since designing for functionality was the primary 
mindset of component manufacturers, which often did not 
turn off unneeded services (e.g., HTTP, FTP, and Telnet) that 
attackers could easily exploit. Additionally, older IACS devices 
may be less resilient to denial-of-service attacks.

Although the security posture of IACS device manufacturers is changing to 
reflect current security concerns, there are high costs associated with replacing a large number of IACS devices.  
This cost may slow the adoption of newer technologies, leaving the older, more vulnerable devices in production.

IACS often manages 24x7 operations. Unlike Enterprise IT, which can shut down regularly for patching, updating, 
maintenance, and replacement, the IACS are less likely to have frequent shutdowns since the operational uptime of 
the IACS has a direct impact on the company revenue. Consequently, the time between the maintenance windows of 
IACS is generally longer, potentially leaving devices without required patches or updates for more extended periods – 
increasing risk.

FIGURE 1: EXAMPLE SCADA DEVICE
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Physical security can be demanding in IACS environments. Some IACS, such as in the oil and gas industry, can 
spread over a large territory, making it challenging to apply physical security controls. Breaches in physical security 
allowing a bad actor direct access to the IACS network can circumvent electronic safeguards such as firewalls and 
IPS / IDS. Manufacturers had initially designed SCADA systems to monitor critical production processes without 
security considerations. Organizations had generally handled security by keeping the devices off the network and the 
Internet using “air gaps,” where the only way technicians could transmit malware was via removable storage devices 
such as USB flash drives. However, vulnerable SCADA systems today are increasingly connected to the corporate IT 
infrastructure and the Internet, making them easily accessible to a remote attacker. Examples of this would be the 
Sandworm malware that attacked Telecommunications and Energy sectors, the Havex malware that infected a SCADA 
system manufacturer, and the BlackEnergy malware that attacked ICS products manufactured by GE, Siemens, and 
Advantech, primarily targeted the operational capabilities of these facilities.

INDUSTRY STANDARDS, FRAMEWORK, AND GUIDES AVAILABLE FOR 
CYBERSECURITY – DEFENSE-IN-DEPTH APPROACH TO ICS SECURITY

The ISA-99 and IEC 62443 family of standards have 
provided guidance and security best practices for the 
IACS community for some years now. Additionally, 
there are numerous cybersecurity whitepapers 
summarizing and interpreting the guidance provided 
in those standards. NIST released its “Framework 
for Improving Critical Infrastructure Cybersecurity” in 
2014 and followed up with a Special Publication rev2 
in 2015. NIST published a revision to version 1.1 in 
April of 2018.

Currently, there is no single solution that entirely 
secures IACS. So long as humans are designing and 
implementing security solutions, any system can be 
fallible with weaknesses like zero-day vulnerabilities. An 
effective strategy for security is to take a defense-in-
depth approach that utilizes multiple layers of security 
controls to protect the IACS. This approach is similar to 
the Barrier-Based Incident Management Model used in 
the safety industry to minimize accidents. A defense-
in-depth strategy lowers the risk of a security breach 
with each added layer to protect the asset. A complete 
defense-in-depth approach consists of administrative 
controls such as policies and procedures, physical 
controls such as cabinet locks and badged door access, 
technical controls such as firewalls, IPS/IDS, and 
deception for inside-the-network threat detection.

Figure 3 shows various security controls where they 
may exist in a Purdue Reference Model for IACS. It 
is not a comprehensive architecture but depicts how the 

FIGURE 2: DEFENSE-IN-DEPTH MODEL. APPROPRIATELY DEPLOYING 
ADMINISTRATIVE, PHYSICAL, AND TECHNICAL CONTROLS REDUCES 
THE RISK OF A SUCCESSFUL CYBERATTACK ON AN ASSET

FIGURE 3: EXAMPLE OF DEFENSE-IN-DEPTH APPROACH  
TO CYBERSECURITY USING PHYSICAL, TECHNICAL AND  
ADMINISTRATIVE CONTROLS
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layers of the security controls implemented can help reduce the risk of a breach. Since electronic equipment can 
exist at all levels of the Purdue Model, a breach may occur at any level. Potential vulnerabilities such as zero-days, 
equipment misconfigurations (intentional or unintentional), or weakness in physical security providing access to 
the IACS network can all undermine the security architecture. The defense-in-depth approach to cybersecurity is 
effective, but it can be better.

INTRODUCTION TO DECEPTION TECHNOLOGY
The threat of cyberattacks is a significant and increasing risk for the stability of the industry and the protection of 
human welfare. Therefore, it is vital to enhance the resilience of both enterprise networks and industrial control 
systems by strengthening cybersecurity across all points of vulnerability. The vulnerabilities begin with default 
passwords, hard-coded encryption keys, and a lack of firmware updates, which pave the way for attackers to gain 
access and take control of industrial devices. Traditional perimeter-based solutions detect attacks on these devices 
by looking for suspicious behavior based on known signature patterns. However, SCADA systems predominantly run 
Windows operating systems and are susceptible to zero-day attacks with no known signatures or mitigating software 
patches. In addition, several vulnerabilities also exist in the standard and proprietary protocols within Programmable 
Logic Controllers (PLCs). Popular protocols include MODBUS (supervision and control), DNP3 (Energy and Water), 
BACNET (Building Automation), and IPMI (Baseboard Management Control). Whether the attack is malicious or simply 
the result of human error, organizations need a reliable means to quickly identify compromised systems and provide 
the tools to remediate the situation quickly and confidently.

Some suggest that SCADA devices are more vulnerable  
than an average laptop or computer given the additional 
physical access to these devices, use of default 
passwords, and the challenges associated with  
keeping them patched against vulnerabilities. Thus,  
it is critical to take an assumed-breached posture in  
a SCADA environment to protect against cyberattacks. 
Because attackers can and will get inside the network, 
deception technology takes an alternative approach 
to defend against threats. Instead of adding more 
technology to the infrastructure to keep the attacker 
out, deception takes the stance that they are already 
in the network, misdirecting attacks away from 
production assets to decoys and detecting them  
before they cause excessive damages.

Deception is a different and highly effective solution for protecting SCADA environments. It does not rely on known 
attack signatures or patterns nor monitor all traffic to look for suspicious behavior. Deception also does not require 
loading or maintaining software on the SCADA device. Instead, deception confuses, delays, and misdirects the 
enemy by obfuscating the attack surface and deflecting their activities away from production assets into decoy 
environments. The deception fabric tricks attackers into engaging and believing they have succeeded in their attack, 
isolating the attackers, which aids in limiting damages. Once the attackers interact with the deception environment, 
the decoys immediately identify the attacking IP addresses and forensically records all attack activities for threat 
intelligence development without the risk of additional harm. It sends actionable, substantiated alerts to immediate 
block, quarantine, and remediate the infected device. Additionally, it can open a port to capture Command and 
Control traffic from the Internet to get additional information about attacker tactics, techniques, and procedures.

By design, deception will detect both 
reconnaissance and stolen credential 
attacks and reduce the attack detection 
time by accurately identifying infected 
clients, including sleeper and time-
triggered agents.
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By design, deception detects reconnaissance, credential theft, privilege escalation, lateral movement, target 
acquisition, and data collection, reducing detection times by over 90% by accurately identifying in-network attackers 
early in the attack cycle across the enterprise no matter the attack vector.

Attackers are intelligent and are used to finding ways of working around sophisticated security devices. However, 
because the decoy environment mimics regular production assets, attackers cannot quickly differentiate between 
the two, particularly with full OS VM decoys. Ideally, customers will have the flexibility to install their own Open 
Platform Communications (OPC) software, run popular protocols, and use real operating systems for the highest 
levels of authenticity. Popular protocols include the Siemens S7 PLC, Modbus, Bacnet, IPMI, SNMP MIB, Veedor-Root 
Tank software emulation, Common Industrial Protocol (CIP), and DNP3. 

Adding an endpoint component to the production environment makes it part of the deception, with decoy credentials 
mimicking production SCADA credentials. Some deception solutions can forward port scans looking for SCADA 
systems to decoys mimicking them, denying attackers the ability to accurately fingerprinting devices and forcing 
engagement with the deception environment.  

Substantiated alerts are another critical part of the solution. Many of these devices run 24X7, and taking them offline 
can have an operational and financial impact. Alerts must provide irrefutable evidence of an infected device and the 
detail required to remediate the infection. Additionally, the deception solution should create reports in PCAP, IOC, 
STIX, Syslog, and other formats to update prevention systems, blocking future attack attempts. The more advanced 
systems also integrate with other security solutions, such as popular SIEM and other firewall prevention solutions, to 
foster automated remediation.

DECEPTION—FIT FOR THE DEFENSE-IN-DEPTH APPROACH
Figure 4 shows the defense-in-depth approach as in Figure 3, but now with dynamic deception added into the layers. 
The solution bridges the security gap when attackers bypass prevention solutions and mount attacks inside the 
network. Dynamic deception provides the increased visibility into the potential unknown intrusions on IACS devices 
from internal and external threat actors. It identifies attempts to discover the network, reuse stolen credentials, 
escalate privileges, move laterally, acquire targets, and steal or compromise data.

FIGURE 4: EXAMPLE OF DEFENSE-
IN-DEPTH APPROACH TO CYBER 
SECURITY USING PHYSICAL, 
TECHNICAL, AND ADMINISTRATIVE 
CONTROLS WITH THE DYNAMIC 
DECEPTION SOLUTION FILLING AN 
IMPORTANT GAP
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THE ATTIVO NETWORKS THREATDEFEND® PLATFORM 
Attivo Networks is the leader in deception for cybersecurity defense whose heritage is in inside-the-network 
threat detection for on-premises, cloud, and remote enterprise networks. Given the increased connection of SCADA 
environments to the enterprise network and the Internet, Attivo expanded its offerings and introduced a solution that 
provides real-time SCADA threat detection.

The Attivo ThreatDefend® platform provides upstream and downstream threat detection for business, process 
controls, and field sensors. Additionally, it detects reconnaissance, Active Directory, ransomware, man-in-the-middle, 
and stolen credential attack activities, providing visibility to external, insider, and third-party threats as they move 
laterally through the network. Regardless of whether the attack originates from a USB device, a phishing email, or 
another point of access, the ThreatDefend platform sets the trap and provides the visibility required to detect and 
stop an attack quickly. It is also ideal for detecting zero-day attacks since it does not depend on signatures or attack 
pattern look-up.

The ThreatDefend platform runs real operating systems, extensive protocol emulations, and can load custom OPC 
software, making its engagement servers indistinguishable from production SCADA devices. Its dynamic deception 
techniques use decoy servers and applications as the bait to lure attackers to its engagement servers. The platform’s 
Endpoint Detection Net suite of products can also load endpoint deception credentials on each SCADA device which 
deceive attackers into thinking they have stolen valuable user credentials, leading them to the decoy environment for 
engagement. The EDN Deflect function also redirects port and service scans from production systems to the decoy 
environment, misdirecting the attack while alerting defenders to the attack activity. As a result, attackers scanning 
for typical SCADA services get redirected to decoys instead of production devices.

FIGURE 5: THE THREATDEFEND PLATFORM PROVIDES EARLY DETECTION AND VISIBILITY FOR ALL THREATS ACROSS ALL ATTACK SURFACES, 
FOSTERING AN ACTIVE DEFENSE THAT COMBINES ACCURATE ANALYSIS, FORENSIC EVIDENCE, AND ACCELERATED INCIDENT RESPONSE.
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The ThreatDefend platform deployment is frictionless, and its automatic machine learning creates an operational 
decoy environment in less than an hour. The ThreatDefend platform does not deploy as an inline device, gaining visibility 
on a network trunk port which facilitates fast and non-disruptive deployment. It is also self-healing, automatically 
rebuilding the engagement environment after an attack, eliminating the need for manual rebuilds or maintenance. The 
Attivo EDN deception credentials are agentless, do not require endpoint software and device-level software updates, and 
scales to support large global deployments.

Alerts occur in real-time based upon attack detection, all of which provide forensics with the substantiated, actionable 
details required to identify the infected device, determine the attacker’s IP, and any communications methods and tools 
used when establishing connections with Command and Control. Since alerts are based on actual engagement and 
provide the attack detail, security analysts can quickly and confidently quarantine the device and remediate the attack.  
 
The ThreatDefend platform’s threat intelligence dashboard provides the ability to customize settings and gives a 
centralized view of all alerts. The dashboard allows analysts to drill down into specific threat detail. Additionally, it 
can share attack information details in IOC, PCAP, STIX, CSV, and other reporting formats. It also provides third-party 
integrations with SIEM solutions (such as Splunk, ArcSight, and QRadar), popular firewalls, and EDR solutions to 
automatically block, quarantine, and remediate infected devices.

As the perimeter of a network continues to disappear and business and process control networks become more 
commonly connected, the ThreatDefend platform provides organizations the most comprehensive and scalable solution 
to promptly detect threats inside the network. By taking a different approach than layering more prevention security, 
Attivo instead offers real-time visibility into inside-the-network threats and empowers an organization to go on the 
offense to proactively protect their manufacturing and control systems from the risk of malicious attack.

FIGURE 6: THE THREATDEFEND PLATFORM DASHBOARD PROVIDES ALL RELEVANT INFORMATION AT A GLANCE, ACCELERATING ANALYSIS 
AND EVENT PRIORITIZATION WHILE ALSO OFFERING DIRECT RESPONSE THROUGH NATIVE PARTNER INTEGRATIONS
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IACS – SCADA CASE STUDY 1  
 
The Environment: The SCADA system for an oil producer’s water cleaning plant connects to a network that is 
appropriately segmented from the rest of the company’s network by a firewall. The SCADA system includes various 
instrumentation that feeds data to PLCs for automated control functions. These systems provide status information 
to HMIs running on a Windows platform in the control room. The SCADA network spans many acres of land, so physical 
security is a challenge.  
 
There are challenges in securing the SCADA system in a large facility. Bad actors intending to control and sabotage 
the SCADA system can easily access the plant network in an area not patrolled by security personnel or monitored by 
cameras. Unauthorized access into the SCADA network at this level can circumvent the protection that firewalls provide. 
Once on the SCADA network, the bad actors can launch their reconnaissance activities and go largely undetected. 
 
The process of updating SCADA system software or firmware in this environment can also introduce malware. For 
example, the Havex trojan and its variants specifically target the IACS of the energy sector. Havex infects SCADA 
systems through infected software updates. Once Havex infects a system, it scans and gathers information about 
OPC servers. However, firewalls and IPS do not easily detect Havex’s lateral movements.  
 
There are well-documented HMI and PLC vulnerabilities such as buffer overflow, weak hashing algorithms, SQL 
injection flaws, FrostyURL, Shellshock, and cross-Site Scripting attacks, so mitigating the vulnerabilities may not 
always be possible. 
 
The Solution: The organization installed the ThreatDefend platform on the plant network with HMI, OPC servers, and 
PLC emulators as decoys. The decoys ran configurations that exactly mimicked other production devices. 

Situation Summary:

• An attacker gained access to the plant network and 
scanned the network for information on network 
nodes looking for unpatched systems and points of 
entry to exploit.

• The Attivo ThreatDefend Platform was set up to run 
an OPC server, HMI, and emulate Allen Bradley PLCs.

• Attivo deception techniques deceived the attackers 
into thinking they had discovered a production 
OPC server. As a result, they started to engage 
by scanning for open ports known to exist on 
vulnerable OPC servers.

• Because the organization deployed the 
ThreatDefend platform, the attackers engaged 
with the decoy environment during initial 
reconnaissance. Then, believing that they  
were successful, they dropped the payload to 
complete their mission onto the decoy instead  
of a production asset.

FIGURE 7: THE THREATDEFEND PLATFORM CAN DETECT  
AND ENGAGE AN ATTACKER PHYSICALLY ACCESSING THE  
SCADA NETWORK.
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• The ThreatDefend engagement server captured the attacker’s IP address and the information on the infected  
node. Additionally, it identified the command-and-control server and collected additional data on attack  
methods and tools.

• The platform sent a substantiated alert to the security operations team, who immediately blocked and 
quarantined the infected device, taking it offline for remediation. 

• The platform captured the forensics information forwarded it to the SIEM for appropriate action. The security  
team used the forensics information to identify remediation activities for existing production OPC servers.

The Result: The organization avoided the shutdown of water process control pumps and potential inconvenience  
and harm to human life.

IACS—SCADA USE CASE 2

The Environment: A large electricity producer installed a complex, IP-based industrial control system to monitor 
electricity remotely, measure use, and provide automated load shedding (known as a Smart Grid). The producer’s 
Smart Grid includes numerous meters, sensors, and fault detectors connected to a central automation system that 
controls power generation and delivery functions. The Smart Grid improves the producer’s efficiency but connecting 
these critical systems to the network introduces risks from cyberattacks. The electricity producer installed perimeter 
technical controls on the network and physical controls for security. Still, due to the dangerous nature of electricity, it 
could not risk any potential “unknowns” residing on the Smart Grid network.

The Solution: The organization deployed the ThreatDefend platform onto the IACS network and projected decoys to two 
separate VLANs.

Situation Summary:

• An attacker gained access through a compromised 
system and performed reconnaissance activities to 
capture decoy and network information.

• The ThreatDefend platform created two pairs of HMI 
and Smart Meter decoys. Each pair connected to two 
different VLANs. The first pair of decoys were part of 
the production IACS Smart Grid network. The other pair 
of decoys belonged to a VLAN where the firewall rules 
were less stringent – the decoy IACS network.

• The goal was to lure the would-be attackers to the 
decoy IACS network, discovering and learning about 
them before they could attack the production IACS.

• The attacker found the decoys, identified the 
Smart Meter model, found an undocumented port 
vulnerability, and sent malformed packets to the 
Smart Meter decoy to perform a denial-of-service attack. FIGURE 7: THE THREATDEFEND PLATFORM DETECTING AN  

ATTACK ON A SMART GRID 
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• The decoys captured the attacking IP address and the information on the infected source node. 

• The platform sent a substantiated alert to the security operations team, who immediately blocked and 
quarantined the infected device, taking it offline for remediation. 

• The ThreatDefend Platform provided forensics information to the Smart Meter manufacturer to test and develop a 
patch for the vulnerability. 

The Result: The organization successfully avoided damages to the Smart Grid, electrical outages, and injury to  
human life.

IACS—SCADA USE CASE 3 

The Environment: The organization was concerned about credential theft and misuse in its SCADA environment, as 
most of its SCADA production systems run on a Windows platform. SCADA systems such as OPC servers, HMIs, and 
Historians run on Windows operating systems with well-documented vulnerabilities. As a result, these systems and 
user stations that access them are the target of credential-stealing attacks. Attackers can mine a compromised 
system’s memory and file system for login credentials to access other systems. Attackers can steal credentials with 
numerous attack methods such as brute force, dictionary attacks, and pass-the-hash.

The organization was concerned that the attacks, reconnaissance, and data exfiltration activities had become more 
sophisticated and increasingly difficult to detect. 

The Solution: The organization installed the ThreatDefend platform and deployed decoy credentials on the  
SCADA devices.

Situation Summary:

• Attackers gained access to a user system 
through a successful phishing attack and 
scraped it for cached credentials.

• This particular user system accessed 
various SCADA systems, so there were 
cached SCADA credentials on this 
compromised user system.

• The ThreatDefend platform had visibility to 
the IACS network, and the security team 
had deployed decoy credentials on the user 
systems and SCADA devices.

• The attackers successfully scraped the compromised user system for credentials and stole the decoy credentials 
along with regular production credentials.

FIGURE 8: WHEN ATTACKERS USE DECEPTIVE CREDENTIALS, THEY WILL 
END UP ON THE THREATDEFEND PLATFORM WHICH WILL CAPTURE THE 
INFORMATION AND ACT ACCORDINGLY.
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• The attackers used the stolen decoy credentials, which led them back to the decoy SCADA systems that captured 
all their attack activities.

• The platform sent a substantiated alert to the security operations team, who immediately blocked and 
quarantined the infected device, taking it offline for remediation. 

• The ThreatDefend Platform provided forensics information to the security team, who identified the phishing attack 
and added mitigating controls for the firewall and email systems to protect against future attacks.

The Result: The organization discovered the attackers and thwarted the attack before it could cause harm to the 
SCADA system, the business, or human life.

CONCLUSION – THE BEST DEFENSE IS A PREEMPTIVE OFFENSE 

Conversations have moved from “if” to “when” an attack will occur on an IACS for critical infrastructure. A modern-day 
security approach now assumes the network has been breached and accepts that even the best security prevention 
systems have gaps, and attackers will get into the network. Therefore, it is now essential to have an active defense 
program that includes prevention and inside-the-network threat detection. A defense-in-depth approach based on 
layered prevention security is a good approach. However, adding a line of defense that reliably detects zero-day or 
signature-less attacks, stolen credentials, ransomware, insider, or 3rd party threats dramatically reduces the risks of 
catastrophic damage or data exfiltration. Whether one chooses to start by protecting only the most critical devices 
turning the entire network into a ubiquitous trap, the Attivo ThreatDefend platform provides a fast, reliable, and cost-
effective solution to detect and defend against malicious cyberattacks. 
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